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Yellow – Bar too far and forward from mid line 

Orange – Lower back rounding 

Green – Torso tilted too far forward 

 

 

 



Introduction 

Since we used the overhead squat as an assessment tool in this situation and is not a lift 

used in a powerlifting competition, it will not be prioritized over regular training sessions. 

Improving the overhead squat may or may not improve competition lifts thus it will not be 

pushed to cause the athlete fatigue. It will be 3-5 times a week before training sessions, totaling 

no more than 15 minutes if done correctly. 

At a glance 

Overhead Squat Intervention 

Week 1 Introduction (Extended warm up, set squat width and starting grip width) 
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 Week 2 

Isolation > Compound 
Overhead & squat mobility work 

Overhead squat to box  
(above knee height) 

Week 3 
Overhead squat to box  

(below knee height) 

Week 4 
Overhead squat to box  

(mid shin height) 
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Week 5 

Compound mobility work 

Overhead squat  
5 second eccentric 

Week 6 
Overhead squat  

3 second hold 

Week 7 
Overhead squat  

2 second pause ½ way down,  
at bottom and  ½ way up 

Week 8 Re-test 

 

 

Rationale 

Introduction Week 

 The first week will be used as an introductory phase, to transition into the program as 

well as learning the warm up that will be done before each training session. If necessary they 

will use a bike, treadmill or rower for 3-5 minutes to warm up, then self-myofascial release 

(SMR) will be done on the entire body as it’s been proven to yield positive results (Rios 

Monteiro, Škarabot, Vigotsky, Fernandes Brown, Matassoli Gomes, & da Silva Novaes, 2017). 

The dynamic warm up will then be done in total of 1-3 sets depending on athlete’s prior 

experience and needs. 

On the first day, the ideal squat stance (width and angle) will be found and recorded 

along with the starting hand width grip for the overhead position. Cues will be integrated for 

each exercise to enhance muscle activation.  



Phase one (week 2, 3 & 4) 

 In phase one of the program, the dynamic warm up will be done for only one set after 

the SMR. Following which they will do a few exercises that are separated into the upper body 

and lower body. Starting with isolation movements to increase the “mind to muscle 

connection” then followed by compound movements to practice proper motor patterns. These 

exercises are meant to articulate good form required in the overhead squat. They will then start 

overhead squatting to a predetermined height. The idea is to keep the athlete successfully 

accomplishing each progressive level and compiling all necessary cues. Each week the height of 

the box used will be lowered until it will mimic the bottom position of the overhead squat. 

Doing it this way will optimally challenge the athlete as there is a lot of things they need to keep 

track of. 

Phase two (week 5, 6, 7) 

 For the second phase, the athlete should now be able to squat full depth with an better 

technique.  The variable changed in this phase is the tempo in which the squat is done. By 

increasing the time spent in those phases of movement; the athlete will be in a position where 

they can become more conscious in what’s occurring. Cues will also start to be consolidated; 

meaning “Brace core, straighten arms, squeeze shoulder blades together, shrug shoulders to 

ear and turn elbows in” will become one cue “prime”. By merging multiple cues into a single 

one, we will be limiting internal dialogue and mental fatigue.  

Last week: Re-Test  

 By improving upon these critical features assessed in the data collection there should be 

a significant improvement in the overhead squat at the end of this program. The barbell should 

be closer to the midline of the body, the torso should be more upright as well as overall stability 

and fluidity in the exercise should have developed. The athlete should be able to get into these 

positions with less effort and more comfortably. At this point with safety and efficiency 

improved adding more weight to the barbell and doing a standard hypertrophy or strength 

program would be recommended.  

 

Note: 

 A number of the program’s images and exercises were taken from the articles found on 

the reference page. Photographs not found there are either screen shots of YouTube videos or 

found in Google’s image search engine.  

  



The Warm Up 

 The purpose of doing a warm up is to prime the body for activity. Increasing heart rate 

and body temperature prepares the muscles, joints and ligaments by making them more 

flexible or malleable. For some they require very little preparation time while others need 

upwards of 30 minutes, this all depends on the level of the lifter, the overall difficulty or load of 

the training session as well as the routine that the athlete has built. Below is an example of a 

general warm up that could easily be personalized:  

Cardio: 3-5 minute  

Biking, treadmill or rower 

Self-Myofascial: 8-12 passes, pressure only exerted when rolling towards the heart 

Foam roller: glutes, hamstrings, calves, IT bands, quadriceps, inner thigh, upper back 

and mid back. 

Lacrosse ball: Up against a wall, work on chest and anterior deltoid  

Movement Prep: Do 8-12 reps  

Wrist circles 

Elbow circles 

Seal swings 

Over & backs 

Arm circles - forward and backward 

Trunk rotations 

Hip circles 

Knee circles 

Leg swings 

Ankle circles 

Body weight squats 

Lunges and reach 

 

 As you can see the options are limitless, above is a variation of Catalyst Athletics warm 

up for Olympic lifters, Joe De Franco’s Limber 11 or Agile 8 is also recommended. Simply do 

what’s necessary, keeping the ones you like and leaving the ones that you don’t.  It’s important 

to address mobility as improving ankle flexibility alone can improve torso position in the squat 

(Fuglsang, Telling, & Sor, 2017). 

  



Variations and considerations 

 If there are any particular difficulties that the athlete may be facing like a specific cue 

isn’t translating properly or the exercise isn’t providing them with the proper corrections here 

are some solutions that could be of aid: 

The progression is too quick (from one week to the next, or phase one to phase two) 

 Feel free to add a midpoint between each week, let’s say the transition from below the 

knee to mid shin is too big of a change, using skinny weight plates on top of a box will help the 

fine adjustments. If the transition from phase one to two is too quick, just do one set of the last 

week’s height with a slow descent and go from there. 

My upper body is leaning too far forward 

 Try squatting close to a wall, I’d suggest starting from arm’s length away and trying to 

move until your elbows can touch the wall. If it’s the overhead position you may need more 

time mobilizing or warming up the shoulders to be successful. 

I feel like I’m sitting too far back 

 Same thing as the solution for the upper body but this time face away from the wall.  

I’m having difficulties “pressing up against the bar” while keeping my weight mid-foot and 

keeping my full foot on the ground 

 Try banded overhead squats, the band will be placed underneath your feet just in front 

of your heel and the other side in the palm of your hands. The tension will force you to not only 

stay active within the whole movement, while also forcing you to stay in line. Look below: 
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